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Long Swamp Pipes; Examining the Donated Lamar and Mary Fowler Holcomb 
Collection’s Pipes  
  
  
ABSTRACT  
Introduction: In 2014,Lamar and Mary Fowler  Holcomb  donated  a collection  of artifacts  
from the Native American site of Long Swamp to the Cherokee County Historical Society. 
Holcomb property is on land associated with the Long Swamp site (9CK1), which has allowed  
the  two to gather artifacts from the site throughout the years. The rest of 9CK1 is on the 
opposite  side  of SR372. Edwards  Pitman  Environmental  Inc.  (EPEI),  a local  archaeological  
firm,  was contacted in 2007 to investigate  9CK1 on public  land,  due to damage  resulting  
from  an extension  of SR372. The archaeologists  recovered  artifacts  in  association  with  
Long  Swamp.  In contrast  to the  excavation  conducted  by EPEI, the  Holcomb  maintained  
a minimal  record of the  artifacts they collected, voiding most of context associated  with  each 
artifact. Without  contextual information, I rely  on stylistic  variables  and  to type  the pipes.  
To do this,  I compare  the  pipes from the donated collection  to the other  materials  from  
Long  Swamp  and other  archaeological sites in Georgia to ascertain the typology and 
chronology of the artifacts from the Holcomb  Collection.  
Methods: The  collection  contains   sixty-six  pipes  and  pipe  fragments.   These  pipes  were 
measured with plastic, dial calipers, 150 mm/0.0254 mm. Weights were taken using a scale, 
max weight,   200 g. The pipes  were photographed  using  a Nikon DX AF-S 18-55mm 1:3.5-
5.6g  D  
5.100. Analysis also included a literature review and  the investigation  of pipes  from 
archaeological collections housed at the University of Georgia, Athens and the 
University of  West Georgia.  
Results: My analysis resulted in the creation of a typology for the  pipes  in  the  
collection. Although none of the clay for the pipes was sourced, a cursory  study  of the  
different  pipes suggests that multiple types of clay were used. Some of the more overt 
variations among pipe structures are the ratios between height and weight. These 
variations could indicate different craftsman,   throughout  time.  
Conclusion: The Lamar and Mary Fowler Holcomb Collection is the result of several years of 
collecting. The pipes  within  the collection  appear to span several  occupational  phases  of 
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the Long  Swamp  site.  This  supports the findings   of the  previous  research conducted  at 
the  site. However, with little  contextual  support,  this  can only  be inferred  based on stylistic  
attributes  that can be compared  to the materials  from  other  collections.   Further  research 
into  sourcing  the  clay for  the pipes  may  prove useful  to learn  more about  this  collection.  
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1. Introduction  
Long Swamp (9CK1) is among several  mound  sites  in  northern  Georgia,  but  it  
has not been as extensively excavated as its more famous neighboring site  Etowah (Figure  
1). This  is  partially due to the location of the site. Half of Long Swamp is on private property 
and about  a  quarter of the site is presently SR372. However, numerous investigators  have  
worked at Long Swamp over the years. Among the archaeologists who excavated  Long 
Swamp  are Fairbanks  
(1950), Lewis Larson (1970), Adam King (2001), and Robert Wauchope (1966). In 1938, 
Wauchope gained access to Long Swamp,  which  at the  time  was located  on private  property.  
As he excavated the site,  he  noted  a singular  mound,  and several  lower  houses  (King  
2003:45-46). The mound  was later  dated to the Lamar  phase  (A.D. 1350 -1600) by Fairbanks  
(1950), who  noted that these late Mississippian sites tended to have one  or no mounds  present.  
During Wauchope’s (1966) analysis, however, he discovered  that  the artifacts  from  several  
of the excavation units were of different occupational  phases (Wauchope  1966). These  phases 
included  not only the Lamar phase, but also the Savannah phase (A.D. 1225-1325) and the 
Etowah  phase (A.D.  1000-1200) (Fairbanks  1950:143;  King  2003:46; Wauchope  1966). 
Following  
Wauchope’s excavation  of Long Swamp,  Lewis  Larson (1970) was next  to excavate  Long   
Swamp. He focused on the mound Wauchope discovered. From Larson’s  excavation  of 
Long Swamp, he too confirmed that  the  artifacts  appeared to be from  several  different  
occupational phases (King  2003:46), a fact supported  through  my analysis   of the  donated  
collection.  
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Figure 1. SECC influential region and Hightower, where Long Swamp is located (after Cobb  
and King 2005:Figure 1 ).  
  
  
  
In 2007 and 2008 Edwards Pitman Environmental, Inc. (EPEI) conducted a phase 
III mitigation project of Long Swamp due to the expansion of SR372 (Lewis et al. 2012:i). 
EPEI recovered artifacts that supported Wauchope’s and Larson’s previous statement about 
multiple occupational phases (Lewis et al. 2012). The artifacts  recovered  by EPEI  (Lewis  
et al. 2012), Larson (1970), and Wauchope (1966), place Long Swamp’s occupation 
between the early Mississippian to late Mississippian periods. Within these periods more 
distinct phases have been defined  based on particular  pottery styles,  among  other  factors  
(Table  1).  
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Table 1. Time frames discussed in this paper (Adapted from King 2003).  
   
 Time  Frame  Period  Phase  
A.D. 1000-A.D. 1250  Early  Mississippian    
A.D. 1000- A.D. 1250    Etowah  
A.D. 1225- A.D. 1250    Savannah  
 
 A.D. 1250    Wilbanks  
A.D. 1250-A.D. 1400  Middle Mississippian    
A.D. 1250-A.D. 1325    Savannah  
A.D. 1250-A.D. 1375    Wilbanks  
A.D.  1350- A.D. 1400    Lamar  
A.D. 1400-A.D. 1600  Late Mississippian     
 A.D. 1400-1600    Lamar  
  
  
  
In 2014, Lamar and Mary Fowler Holcomb donated a collection of artifacts from  their 
property to the  Cherokee  County  Historical  Society.  The  artifacts  donated  are from  Long 
Swamp. The Holcombs kept sparring notes and records of where the artifacts were from, limiting 
contextual  data associated  with  the  Holcomb   Collection.   The  Cherokee  County  Historical 
Society made the collection available to local universities and research institutions to provide 
researchbased  information  on the artifacts   within   the collection.  
I received an inventory of the  Lamar  and Mary Fowler  Holcomb  Collection  when  it 
arrived at the Georgia  State University  Archaeology  Laboratory.  I then proceeded to ensure  
all  the  artifacts  listed  were present,  and looked  for potential  research  material.   Within  
each box are slots for the artifacts donated to the Cherokee County Historical Society. While 
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each box has an assigned artifact identification number, the rows and columns themselves  did 
not.  Some of the  artifacts   had personal  identification  numbers  preassigned,   however,  not  
all  did. A single   slot could  have  multiple  artifacts  grouped  under  one artifact  ID. For this  
reason,  I amended  the provided identification number based on the location within the box 
(Figure 2 and Appendix  A).  
After  I finished   the inventory  of the  boxes,  my  attention  was drawn to the pipes  in  the 
collection.  
 
Figure 2 There are multiple layers within each box in order to differentiate between the various 
levels, and cells that contain artifacts I assigned arbitrary numbers and letters. This would 
contain artifact # 2015.9.55.2.1.A, as the box is Box # B19 which is recorded in its own column, 
the layer is Layer 2, and the column and row are 1/A. The date is from the historical society.  
   
I then began to visit local laboratories. This was in order to collect information about the 
artifacts  in  the  Holcomb  Collection, and cross examine   them  with  similar   items  from  
Early  to Late Mississippian  sites  in  Georgia.  There  are several  websites  dedicated  to 
informing  the general public about pipe symbology, such as www.indians.org and 
www.support-native- americanart.com; however, I found it difficult to immediately acquire  
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source  material  for  pipes from the Mississippian period. This was both infuriating and 
beneficial as it confirmed  that conducting research on pipes within the Holcomb  Collection  
could  be useful  to future  archaeologists  conducting  research at Long Swamp  and  surrounding   
sites.  
My research examines the clay pipes from the donated Lamar and Mary Fowler Holcomb  
Collection. I use known typologies to correlate  the  pipes to specific  time  frames  associated  
with Long Swamp and the surrounding sites. There  are 65 pipes  within  the Holcomb  
collection.  The  pipes in  the  collection  create a unique opportunity,  as the scholarship  about  
the use  of pipes  and pipe  manufacturing  associated  with  the  Southeastern  Ceremonial  
Complex  (SECC) is limited.  
For this thesis project, I first  cataloged  the artifacts  within  the Holcomb  collection,  
and  took detailed measurements and photos of each pipe.  I then  conducted  a literature  
review comparing past and present scholarly works on typologies of pipes and pipe function 
from the  
Mississippian period. I then visited comparative collections  housed  at both the  University  
of Georgia, Athens and the University  of West Georgia.  After  compiling  the research  and 
reviews, the  pipes were placed  into  occupational  phases  and typological  groups.  
In the following chapters I discuss  the  history  of Long  Swamp,  and explore  various 
methods for  dating  the artifacts  in  the  Holcomb  Collection.  I start by providing  a brief  
overview of the  Southeastern  Ceremonial  Complex  (SECC) and the  significance  of tobacco 
for Native Americans in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 I discuss the  neighboring  seats of power to 
Long  Swamp,  and how these sites could have influenced the production of the pipes at Long 
Swamp.  Next in Chapter 4, I discuss the methods  I used  to analyze  the  pipes from  the 
Holcomb  Collection.  I provide the results of this project in Chapter 5. This  resulted  in  the 
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formation  of a pipe  typology,  and the correlating dates in the past with the  artifacts.  Finally,  
in  Chapter  6, I discuss  my conclusions.   I also  briefly  engage  in  a discussion  about future  
research on the  Holcomb Collection  of pipes.  
2. Background  
  
In order to fully comprehend Long Swamp  and the donated  collection  by the  Holcomb  
family,   it  is imperative   to situate  the  site  within  its  regional  archaeological  context.  The  
reason it is  important   to understand   the  surrounding  archaeological   sites  is  because,  the  
proximity  to others influences how a person interprets the world  (Cobb and King  2005; Popper 
1985; Renfrew and Bahn  2012). This   suggests  that  the  interactions   between  the  inhabitants   
of Long  Swamp could easily  have  shared  their  ideas  and technology  with  other  local  
chiefdoms  such as Etowah.  
The spreading of ideas and technology is supported  by Cobb and King  (2005), Drooker (2004),  
King (2011), Knight Jr. and Steponaitis (2011), and Lankford  (2011), who  note that  the   
Southeastern Ceremonial  Complex  (SECC), found  around  sites  in  the  southeastern  region  
of North America,  used  similar   pottery,  beliefs,   and iconographic   images   to form  a loose  
network of Native  Americans   during  the  Mississippian  period,  as Native  Americans  
populations expanded  their  use of maize.   Both Long Swamp  and Etowah  have  evidence  that  
members  of their societies participated in the SECC (Cobb and King 2005). This region  of the  
northeastern SECC has been classified  as Hightower   (see Section  2.2 below),  based upon the 
shared  imagery of artifacts   and features  found  at sites  in  this  region  (Cobb and King  
2005;King  2011;Reilly  and Garber 2011). This means that the artifacts found  at Long  Swamp  
were most  likely  influenced through interactions with these other major archaeological centers. 
In addition to needing  to comprehend Long Swamp’s place within the regional  socio-political  
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hierarchy  for  this  study,  it  is also important to understand why and how certain artifacts were 
used. For this reason, a brief background on the usage of tobacco in the Southeastern Ceremonial 
Complex is also  provided  in  this  chapter.  
2.1 The SECC  
  
The Southeastern Ceremonial Complex is spread through roughly a quarter of the 
southeastern region of North America (Cobb and King 2005). While  the  SECC itself  is  not 
defined by a singular  linear  boundary,  the iconography  and religious  beliefs  within  this  
region  was replicated consistently during  the  Mississippian  period,  suggesting  this  region  
interacted  with the various chiefdoms on some level, or another (Cobb and King 2005). 
Whether  it  was through trade, a shared transition  to agriculture,  or word of mouth,  this  
region  is  identifiable in  the  archaeological  record based on the  artifacts  and features  left  
behind  (Cobb and King   2005;  
Muller   1997). However, many  of the  major  chiefdoms  have  variations  around the  
  
implementation of the cohesive religious belief system found in the SECC. The differences in 
the separate regions   of the SECC include   varied  representation  of unifying  cosmological  
deities,  to  the materials used to craft the  items  (Cobb and King  2005). The SECC’s 
cosmological belief structure includes a first woman who has been represented by the moon 
and a spider, as well as a grandfather figure who sees the dead souls off into the final  tier  of 
the  cosmological  tree (Brown 2011; Duncan  2011). Additional characters  found  within  the  
SECC are the  Twins,  who  are  
protectors of Hon-ga A-hui-ton  in Dhegihan,  one of the  languages  spoken by some  of the   SECC  
  
Native  American  groups  (Duncan  2011). Another unifying  view  of the  SECC is their  
world  tree believed to be a central  role  in  their  world  (Duncan  2011; King  2003). Duncan  
(2011) suggests that  this  tree symbol  where  there  are four  upper levels,  and four  lower  
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level,   may  have transferred into the  Dhegihan  culture.  They  believe  that  the interactions 
between the  upper and lower realms is  carried  out  by symbolic  representations  of upper and  
lower  world  ideas,  such as the snakes found in the underworld, and the hawks in the upper 
world (Duncan 2011)(Figure 3). Similarly, Muskogee  narratives  of their  cosmology  render  
an almost  identical  description (Lankford  2007). Their  description  of the  cosmological  tree 
defines   four  layers  for  both the upper and  lower  world,  and includes   snakes in the  lower  
realm (Lankford  2007).  
  
  
  
Figure 3. Dehgian World Tree (Duncan 2011: Figure 2.3).  
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The  tree and above mentioned   iconography  can be found  throughout  southeastern  North  
America, though individual variation depends on the location  of the  site  within  the  SECC 
(Cobb  and King  2005; Duncan  2011; King  2003; Lankford  2007).  
2.2 Hightower  
  
In a 2011 conference about the SECC, King (2011) called for the continuation of the 
term Hightower, the region between eastern Tennessee and northern Georgia. This  designation  
was proposed because much  of the  SECC iconography  in  this  region  is  similar.   For instance,  
around the Etowah chiefdom, their iconography varies enough to classify the site, and 
surroundings as a separate region  within  the  SECC (Cobb and King  2005). Hightower  
encompasses  both Etowah  and Long Swamp (see Figure 1). The  characteristics  of Hightower  
include the  spider  which represents renewal, birdman, an alteration to the concept of the Twins, 
and the turkey cock (King 2011). Each of these  symbols  was used in  the SECC, however  the  
ways  in  which  the  inhabitants of Hightower   used the  symbols  is  unique  to this  region,  
which  is  the reason King  (2011) argued  for the validity of the  term.  King  (2011) 
acknowledges  that  the iconography  of the Hightower region is a unique adaptation to the 
SECC. Designating  the  region  Hightower  was based on the unified designs  seen in  the  
region,  and the work of Muller  (1989), an archaeologist  who  called  some  of the  artwork 
found   around  Etowah Hightower.  
One of the  principal  foundations   of Hightower   history  is  the  rise  and fall  of 
Etowah (King  2011). This  has  been discussed  by Drooker (2004) and Lankford  (2011) in  
passing; however, King (2011) discusses this in more detail. He contends that as Etowah lost 
power in the  
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Etowah  River  valley,   smaller   villages   took power (Cobb and King  2005:183).  This  
suggests that Long Swamp, a site not far away from Etowah, might have been one such village 
to gain more authority  when Etowah  ‘s political  power  waned.  
Even though the region of Hightower had a fluctuating occupation, the inhabitants found 
time to cultivate crops, mentioned before maize was one of the crops. Another crop which held 
significant spiritual and political symbology was the tobacco plant (Rafferty and Mann 2004).    
This plant  was not  only  favored  by humans,  moths  and their  young  caterpillars found  the  
plant  to be a good source of nutrients (Knight and Franke 2007). Knight and Franke (2007) 
examined the symbols used to depict the moth who both assisted in pollination  of tobacco, but 
also  fed on the plant.  Similar   to the Twins,   above, there is a potential symbolic   reference 
between the  
inhabitants of the SECC belief system, and their reverence for the tobacco plant, as seen in  this  
image of one of the upperworld residents struggle with the moth (Figure  4) (Knight  and 
Franke 2007).  
  
  
  
Figure 4. Upperworld man struggling with moth (Knight and Franke 2007: figure 6.2)  
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Knight and Franke (2007) interpret this struggle to be between an upperworld man and the 
moth, which loves tobacco. They  come to this  conclusion,   because  other  art of moths,  
look  like  what the  upperworld  man  is  holding  in his  right  hand  (Figure  5) (Knight   and 
Franke 2007).  
  
  
  
  
Figure 5.SECC Moths as depicted by Knight and Franke (2007) Figure 6.3. Configurations from  
Etowah gorget (a) and Willoughby disk (b)   compared.  
The importance placed on tobacco is seen in the struggle depicted on the SECC style 
gorget (Knight and Franke 2007). A more in-depth analysis on the importance of tobacco in the 
SECC region is provided in the following section. Discussing when and potentially why 
tobacco began to be consumed in the Mississippian period.  
2.3 Tobacco and Pipes  
  
Tobacco use among Native Americans  has been an integral  part of their  culture  for 
well  over 1,000 years. They mainly used tobacco, which was smoked in pipes, for ritual 
purposes, as evidence by the recovery of pipes from Native American burial sites (Rafferty and 
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Mann 2004). Furthermore, there  are ethnohistoric accounts,  dating  back to the 16th century  
(Drooker 2004:74), of Native  Americans  using  tobacco both to interpret  their  world  
spiritually, through  rituals,   and also use in non-ritualistic ways to extend friendship. 
Paleoethnobotanical  data place  some of the initial  tobacco use between  the 5th and 8th centuries  
A.D. (Rafferty  2004:1). The belief    in the power of tobacco extended beyond the  physical  
plant  and pipe,  and entered  into  a realm  of cultural bonds. Whether the event was between 
new friends or to heal someone, the belief that tobacco could, elevated  the plant  to represent  
the  spiritual  world  as much  as the  physical (Drooker 2004; Rafferty 20004). Within each 
Mississippian chiefdom pipes were crafted by the individuals at the local chiefdom,   who 
interpreted   the ritualistic   ideas into his own art form (Cobb and King  2005; Lankford  2011; 
Knight  Jr. and Steponaitis   2011).  
Pipes  were not all  crafted  equally,   even those  from  the  same  time   period  
(Lankford 2011). There are several different forms seen throughout North America (Blanton 
2016; Drooker 2004), and more  specifically  at the Long  Swamp  site  (Figure  6).  
  
  
  
  
   
  Simple Long  
Footed  
  
  
  
  
Figure 6. Pipe forms commonly discussed throughout the paper. (Adapted from Blanton  
2016: Figure 6.2 and 6.3)  
Jointed  Noded  
Effigy  Wrapped  
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Rafferty and Mann (2004) note several  of the distinct  forms  of pipes  found  throughout 
North American archaeology. Early Mississippian pipes were characterized by their thick  forms, 
while   other Mississippian  pipes were characterized   by their  various  incised   marking   (King 
2003). Focusing on the  different  phases of the Mississippian  period  found  the more  iconic    
elbow  
pipe throughout it. Not to be forgotten are the unique and different  styles  of Mississippian  
effigy pipes (Figure 7) (Blanton 2016; Rafferty and Mann 2004). These general  
characteristics  were applied at the individual sites such as Long Swamp, allowing each 
crafter to interpret their own version  of the  types  and forms  (Cobb and King  
2005;Lankford  2011).  
  
  
  
Figure 7.Clockwise from left (a) .Elbow 2015.9.38.3.3.D_2; (b) Thick 2015.9.38.1.1.B;  
b  c  
a  d  
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(c).  Incised  2015.9.38.1.2.D;(d).  Effigy 2015.9.38.1.5.C  
  
  
  
2.4 Pipe  Styles influenced by the  SECC and  Hightower  
  
Pipe styles at sites such as Etowah and Long Swamp followed a cultural set of beliefs 
linked  to the  SECC, and more  specifically  the Hightower   region  (Cobb and King  2005;King 
2011; Reilly and Garber 2011). These beliefs were symbolized by animals such as the hawk, 
also referred  to as a raptor, the spider,  and  the snake  (Duncan  2011; King  and Reilly  III 
2011; Lankford 2011; Reilly III and Garber 2011). The raptor was of importance to the SECC 
and was believed  to assist  the  dead in  ascending  to the  upperworld.  The  raptor was often  
symbolized using the color red, because it reflects the sunlight, and is also referred to as Hon-
gaA hui-ton as mentioned   above (Duncan  2011). The  raptor shows  up in  artwork  on objects 
such as ceramics and pipes, this is one of the ways  that  artifacts  are used to help  define  
regions.  Another  symbol  often seen in iconographic  representation  throughout  the  SECC 
is  the spider.  She is  often associated with  the  first  woman,  the moon,  the earth,  and the  
underworld  (Figure  8) (Duncan 2011; King 2011).  
  
  
  
Figure 8. From Left; Hightower symbols, Turkey Cock, drawn by Lankford, Spider, and  
anthropomorphic, drawn by Johnson ( after King 2011:figure 12.1).  
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As pipes are fairly symbolic in nature, and have smoke emit out of them, it is  possible  
to believe  that  pipes  were used in  association  with  death ceremonies  (King  2011). Snakes 
are also an important symbol  of death,  and are linked  to the underworld  (Duncan  2011). 
Finding  a symbolic representation of a snake on a pipe may indicate that the pipe was from 
the SECC and possibly used in rituals connected to their creation mythology (Duncan 2011). 
For instance, on Etowah’s  Mound  C a human  and snake  symbol  was found  (Reil y  and  
Garber 2011).  
As I discuss  below,  some of the pipes  in  the  Holcomb  Collection  share  much  of 
the SECC iconography, and more specifically the Hightower  styles.  Several pipes  appear to 
be from  the Early Mississippian period, while others are elbow pipes, which  appeared later  
in  the Mississippian  period.  
  
Chapter 3 Looking at the  Sites, 3.1 Etowah  
  
Etowah is approximately 48 km west of Long Swamp (Figure 9). Within the state 
of Georgia, Etowah is perhaps the most well known archaeological site.  Etowah’s  
political  and spiritual influence varied during  the Mississippian  period  in  the 
Southeastern  Ceremonial   
Complex (King 2011). Long Swamp is  thought  to have  been a contending  chiefdom  on the 
Etowah River Valley  when  Etowah  lost  power (Cobb and King  2005; Drooker 2004; Lewis  
et al. 2012; and Reilly and Garber 2011. Among the most studied sites in the Hightower region 
is Etowah.  
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Figure 9.Etowah, Long Swamp, and Surrounding Sites (Adapted from Cobb and King 2005: 
Figure 2)  
  
  
  
There  have  been several  well-known  archaeologists   who  studied  the Mississippian  
  
period, such as Adam King, who conducted extensive  research on the various  mounds  at 
Etowah.  For this reason, Etowah’s artifacts are useful to correlate similarities between  
manufacturing techniques  seen at Etowah  and Long  Swamp.  The  crafting  techniques  are 
then  classified  into periods and phases, focusing on the Early  to Late Mississippian  period  
of the  SECC. Further divisions   are made  within   these,  such as the  Lamar,  Savannah  and 
Wilbanks   phases (see Table 1).  
Even  though  the  two chiefdoms   are relatively  close,  they  are still  far enough   apart 
to place the sites within different geographic zones of Georgia  (Figure  10). Long  Swamp  is 
located  within the piedmont valley province (Lewis et al. 2012:5). Etowah is located  within  
the  ridge  and valley   province  (King  2001:2).  As both Long  Swamp  and Etowah  are from  
different physiographic regions, trade could have developed between the two chiefdoms 
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(Drooker 2004; Lankford 2011; Lewis et al. 2012:6). Given the extensive excavation at Etowah, 
the site’s archaeological  assemblage   can be useful  in  interpreting  the artifacts   in  the  
Holcomb Collection.  
  
  
  
  
Figure 10. Long Swamp and Etowah  
  
Sourc e   www .   C ensus.gov   
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3.2 Long Swamp  
  
As mentioned above, Long Swamp was occupied throughout  the  Mississippian  period, 
ending  around  A.D. 1550 (Lewis  et al.  2012:1). Within   the different   occupational phases 
varying forms of pipe crafting can be observed. At Long Swamp, only one mound  has been 
identified, because  of this  single  mound  Fairbanks  (1950:145) states  that  Long Swamp  is  in  
the Lamar phase. This places Long Swamp  site  occupation  from  A.D. 1000 to roughly  A.D. the 
end  of the 16th century.  This   is supported by King (2011) and Wauchope’s (1966) dating of the  
site  to have  
ended around  the time   of Etowah’s  final  downfall  (Figure  11).  
  
  
  
  
Figure 11 (a). Map of Long Swamp, (b) Overhead of 9CK1 (Lewis et al. 2012: Figure 1.1 and 
Figure 2.1)  
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During the early Wilbanks phase a flood left fine sand in deposits between different 
chronological periods of artifacts found at Long Swamp (King 2003). The sand deposit 
delineate between the early occupational  phase and the  later  two. In addition  to the flood  
deposit,  knowledge  of Etowah’s  downfall  assists  in  placing  emphasis   on when  people 
in  the Etowah   
River  valley  could  have  left  the region.  This   helps create an understanding of the artifacts    
that should be found  at certain  sites.  For instance,  it  is  known  that  between the late  
Etowah phase (A.D. 1100-1200) and the early Wilbanks  phase  (A.D. 1250-1325) Etowah  and 
the surrounding  area were abandoned,  which  is  seen by the  absence  of goods from  that  
time   (Cobb and King 2005; King 2003). This means that in  addition  to Long Swamp  being  
occupied  when Etowah  was not in power, there were times that Long Swamp was also not 
occupied,  as in  the  early  Wilbanks phase (see Table  1).  
As mentioned   above, several archaeological projects have been conducted at Long 
Swamp over the years.  Wauchope  (1966) excavated  17 test pits  at Long  Swamp  in  1938. 
The data from these test pits created the site’s initial occupational history dated between the 
Early Mississippian and Late Mississippian periods (King 2003). Several  of the  features  
unearthed were clearly from the  
Late Mississippian period,  while  the  other  features  were  from  the Etowah phase (King 
2003; Wauchope 1966). The floods presence helps differentiate between the Etowah phase, 
which is found below this layer, and the Savannah and Lamar phases (Figure 12 and 13)  (King  
2003; Wauchope 1966).  
Both King (2003) and Wauchope (1966) analyzed the artifacts recovered from Long 
Swamp to have been from the Late Etowah phase.  However, after the flood there are still 
significant amounts of artifacts which suggest that Long Swamp remained occupied during the 
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Savannah and Lamar phases, even if it was less frequent (Cobb and King 2005). Patton (2004) 
excavated Long Swamp on the public property side of the site.  He opened fourteen  trenches,  
and  also  confirmed   that the site  has  artifacts  from the  Etowah  phase (Lewis  et al 2012).  
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Figure 12. Long Swamp Floodplain (after Lewis et al. 2012: figure .5.1)  
   
  
   
Figure 13. EPEI Test Unit 11profile (after Lewis et al. 2012: figure 5.69)  
  
  
  
  
3.3 The Lamar and Mary Fowler Holcomb Collection  
  
The Cherokee County Historical Society acquired the Lamar and Mary Fowler Holcomb 
Collection in 2014. Curators made the collection available to local colleges and archaeological 
societies, for archaeologists to become familiar with the Early to Late Mississippian period of 
the  
United States. The collection is ideal for artifact identification and learning about past occupants   
of  
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Long Swamp.  The collection has several different   artifacts ranging from pottery and stone  
celts, to clay pipes. The  pipes  within  the collection  make up around  sixty  of the  artifacts  
donated  to the  Cherokee County  Historical  Society.  
I focused the extent of my analysis on the pipes in the donated collection. Many of the 
donated artifacts were collected without any records. As such, the pipes in the collection do not 
have contextual data. Although the  artifacts  are limited in  excavation  records,  I cross 
referenced the  pipes with  local  typologies and individual  pipe collections.   As discussed  
below,  the analysis of the different  typologies and collections yields  information  about  how 
and when  these  pipes were made,  as well  as how  they were used.  The  pipes  in  this  
collection  offer  a unique opportunity to extend  our knowledge  of Long  Swamp  iconography  
and its  place  within  the SECC.  
As discussed the Long Swamp site is in the Hightower region.  This region encompasses 
both sites, Etowah and Long Swamp. As such, the extensive  research that  was conducted  at 
Etowah will assist in  the  analysis  of the  Holcomb  Collection,  which  is  from  Long  Swamp.  
I expect to find similar artwork and iconography representative of the Hightower region, in this 
collection.  
4. Methods  
  
I used a variety of techniques to collect as much information as possible from the pipes 
in the Holcomb Collection. These  methods  included  taking  measurements  of pipe  
dimensions, weighing  the pipes,  taking  photos  of the  pipes, and comparing  the Long  Swamp  
materials   to other  local  collections.   I also approached some of the artifacts through a cognitive   
interpretive lens.  That is the understanding that certain elements,   such as iconography,   can 
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hold a shared sense of meaning throughout   a culture.   In this case, the images of the spider and 
raptor are  
  
important images that denote certain  shared  beliefs  that  can help  archaeologists  place 
these artifacts into concurrent time frames, as well as certain stylistic features attributed 
to the region (Renfrew  and  Bahn 2012).  
Accounting for the lack of context, I used sources with known contextual information to  
compare the artifacts in the Holcomb Collection.   I visited   archaeological  collections   housed  
at the  
University of Georgia, Athens (UGA)  Archaeology  Laboratory  and the Waring  Laboratory  at  
the  
University of West Georgia (UWG). Both of these repositories have numerous collections of 
Woodland and Mississippian artifacts.  For instance,  the  UGA Archaeology  Laboratory  has  
artifacts from more than 58,000 sites housed at their  facility,  and Waring  Laboratory  has  a 
large facility containing both an educational  and research  collection, that  includes  pipes.  
Some of the pipes in the collection were excavated at Long Swamp.  Cross examining  the  
Kelly/Larson  
Collection  of Long  Swamp  from  1949 and  the  Larry Meier  Collection  of Long  Swamp  
from 1979 at UGA, as well as the EPEI Collection of Long Swamp from  2012 at Waring  Lab 
proved useful in finding differences and similarities between  the  artifacts  of the  Holcomb  
Collection, compared to the collections previously excavated.  Finding  these  similarities or 
differences was critical  for  met  to situate  the  Holcomb  Collection  in  their  proper 
chronological  phases.  
4.1 Photo Catalog  
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The first step was to record all of the pieces with digital photography, developing a 
photographic inventory of the fragmentary pipes.  I used a Nikon D5100 (DX AF-S 18-55 mm 
lens) to take the photos. While taking the photos, I used a photo-stand, a photo scale, and a gray 
scale color corrector. I labeled the photographs based on the nomenclature used by the 
Cherokee County  
Historical Society.  When I visited   Waring Laboratory and UGA Archaeology  
Laboratory, I used the provided camera equipment and labeled the photos with the nomenclature 
already used by each individual laboratory.  
4.2 Recording Pipe Metrics  
  
While at Georgia State University, I recorded the dimensions and weight of the pipes.  I 
used a Swiss Quality SPI 30-421-1 Dial Caliper (6” range and .001” error range). I used OHAUS 
scales located in  the laboratory  to take the  weights  of the  pipes with  a maximum  weight  on 
the scales  of 210 g and a precision  of 0.01 g.  
I created MS Excel spreadsheets to record the various attributes (see Appendices.).  I 
created categories based on the work done in the past by archaeologists such as Blanton (2016), 
Cobb and  
King (2005), Drooker (2004), Fairbanks (1950), King (2011), Larson (1970), Reilly III and 
Garber (2011), and Wauchope (1966) who analyzed and excavated Long Swamp and the 
surrounding  sites,  focusing  on the  Etowah River  Valley  area, or Hightower    region.  
I took the height and weight of the pipes from the Holcomb Collection. In order to 
consistently measure each fragmented pipe, I took measurements from the furthest point of 
each pipe. When I measured the features, I took the measurement at the widest point. This 
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means I measured the incised markings by placing the calipers at the point where the 
incisions were the furthest from each other (Figure 14). When I weighed  the  pipes,  I used  
an OHAUS  style  scale each time,  to maintain  consistent   results.  
  
Figure 14. Measurements of pipes  
  
  
  
  
4.3 Comparative   Collection Analysis  
  
While at UGA Archaeological Laboratory, I both examined pipes and read some of the 
preliminary excavation reports by Fairbanks (1950), Larson (1970), King (2001), and Stepheson 
et al. (1991) in regards to Etowah and surrounding sites. Examining the pipes from the Kelly and 
Larson Collection, as well as the Larry Meier Collection housed at UGA helped confirm visual 
representations of what type of artifacts were found at Long Swamp. By reading the  reports on 
Etowah, I was able to understand the contextual time  periods  associated  with  the Etowah  River 
valley,   and further   understand  when  the Long  Swamp  site  was occupied.  
During my visit to Waring Laboratory, I compared several unique Long Swamp  pipes 
excavated during  EPEI’s  salvage  excavation  with  the pipes  in  the  Holcomb  Collection. 
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Through the process, I gained confidence in the pipe forms and typologies I assigned for the 
Long Swamp collection,   because the two collections pipe styles were similar.   The opportunity 
to look at a  
portion of the Long Swamp collection housed  at the  Waring  Laboratory  was especially  useful  
to this project, and in the  future  with  the  proper time  allotted,  I would  put in  the  paperwork 
to view the  whole  collection.  However,  my  visit   was towards the  end of my  research,  and 
I was not able to secure  this  to view  the  remaining  collection.   Although  I was not  able to 
see the  whole collection,   the  Anthropology  Department  of West Georgia  has created an 
interactive   Long Swamp  exhibit  (UWG 2016). This exhibit is not a permanent feature at any 
one facility,   and travels throughout the southeastern United States. Rather fitting, as the SECC 
encompassed this region.  
The terms I used to define the pipes  are based on the condition  of the  pipe, what  the  
texture and material of the pipe is, if there are any markings  on the  pipe, the  bowl  form,  
bowl rim, stem section, and how the bowl is attached to the stem. Within each major category 
I use specific   terms to denote what the artifact falls   under.  Under  pipe  condition  there  
are only  two sub categories,  which  are complete  or fragmented, no pipe in  this  collection  
is  complete.  Under the section heading material and texture, I created four subcategories.  
They are stone, burnished, matte, and unknown.  The majority of the pipes in this collection 
fall between matte and burnished.    
For the section called markings, I noted five   types, incised/noded, incised,  
Effigy, other, and unknown. As many  of the pipes  in  the  collection  are fragmented,  I 
classified many as unknown, as it is hard to tell  whether  or not a marking  was on a location  
missing  from  the  artifact itself.  
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The category bowl form has eleven subcategories. Which are cylinder, cone, 
square, trumpet/cone, trumpet/elongated, trumpet/cylinder, effigy/human, bell, and 
fragment/unknown. Some of these classifications are what I observed, and then relating the 
form back to Blanton’s  
(2016) work on pipe form.  The trumpet form was one of the hardest for me to identify.  Then  
there is  the  bowl  rim  form,  which  has nine   subcategories.   They are flared/squared, 
direct/rounded, direct/squared, thickened/ring, flared/bevel, thickened/band, flared/wide ledge, 
direct/rounded/ring, widened/imprint. After bowl rim, is the stem section, which has eight 
categories. These include, direct/tapered, direct, direct/expanded, thickened/ring, 
thickened/expanded, direct/squared, thickened/band, and stemless.  The way that these can be 
observed is by the appearance of the stem connecting to the bowl. At times, the pipe looks  like  
a simple   tube this  could  be either  stemless   or direct,  most  likely   though   it  would   fall  
under stemless. The bowlstem connection is the internal feature of the stem section.  While  the  
outside may appear to be a direct connection the inside could  still  appear to have  two sections  
that  are jointed on top of each other, as opposed to a smooth transition  between  the stem 
section  to the  bowl section.  I have four categories for this section, simple,   pedestal, direct, 
and stemless.   For the thick style pipe it would most likely have a simple   connection,   as in 
2015.9.38.3.3.B.  
5. Results  
  
Among the publications collected for this research, Denis Blanton’s (2016) work, proved useful  
for my initial inquiries into the collection. I compiled a pipe typology loosely based on his 
research.  This  research is  important  for  relating  the Long  Swamp  pipes  to other  pipes  
throughout the Southeast.  
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5.1 Analysis  
  
After  I gathered  publications   on the  SECC, focusing  on the  symbolism  of pipes,  I began  
to create  a catalog  of the  data similar   to the  pipes  in  the  collection.   Not only  did  it  
involve creating specific features  for  analysis,  but it  also included  looking  into  known  
typologies  such as  the  northeastern  part of the SECC, referred  to here as Hightower   region  
with  Etowah  and Wilbanks phase images (see Figure 8) (Blanton 2016; King 2001, 2003 and 
2011; Reilly III and Garber 2011). These comparative data were critical for my interpretation 
of the Holcomb Collection.  
5.2 Data  
  
As I measured the artifacts, I compiled the information into the MS Excel data sheet 
mentioned above (APPENDIX A, B, and C). In addition to height and weight, I recorded 
potential typologies of the pipes, based on previously documented work by Blanton (2016), 
Garber (2011), King (2001, 2011), and Reilly III and Garber (2011). These typologies 
included written descriptions of bowl and rim form, and the quantity of fragments associated 
with each artifact in the collection. Fairbanks (1950:143,145) noted that the Savannah 
Complex at Long Swamp Creek had very little   décor, except burnishing,   the Lamar style 
pipes were similar as  
well. As previously mentioned  the vast  majority  of the  pipes  in  the  Holcomb  Collection  
appear to be burnished,   and there  is  also  very little   decorations  noted  on the  pipe fragments   
in the collection too. In Stepheson et al.(1991: 5,7) fine sand is used as tempering, and is part of 
the Savannah period which is from A.D. 1225-1325, this is significant, because several of the 
pipes appear to have some form of fine sand in their temper. I believe this to be from the 
tempering techniques used as Stepheson et al (1991) suggested.  The  colors  used in  the pipes  
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also  indicate the Savannah period as King  (2001:65,  67, and 74) notes  that  the  Savannah  to 
Wilbanks  phase have  thickly  made pipes,  with  colors  that  range  from  orange  to light tan.  
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Figure 15.The pipes of the Holcomb Collection  
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When I compiled the data into the MS Excel sheet, I began to notice a trend among 
the pipes. Several were one height, yet their weight was significantly more than the others 
based on size (Figure 15 and 16). For instance, 2015.9.38.1.1.A, at 37.58 mm and 
2015.9.38.2.4.E, at  
21.20 mm, are roughly half each other’s heights.   However, 2015.9.38.2.4.E, at 6.21 g, is 
almost   a third heavier than 2015.9.38.1.1.A, at 3.97 g. This suggests that the methods for 
crafting pipes altered from phase to phase. 2015.9.38.1.1.A is from the Etowah phase, while 
2015.9.38.2.4.E is from the  
Savannah/Lamar phase. From here I came  to the  same  conclusion  as Cobb and King (2005) and 
King  (2011) had  about the  occupation  of Long Swamp.  
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Figure 16.  Comparison of Height and Weight of pipes in Holcomb Collection.  
   
5.3 Pipe Typologies  
  
The donated Lamar and Mary Fowler Holcomb Collection from  Long  Swamp  has the 
potential  to represent  an impressive   amount  of visual  data  based on the  site’s  various  
occupational phases. However, the collection misses one important piece of data, and that is 
context.  As mentioned  before,  by comparing  the collection  with  pipes  with  known  
provenience   it is  possible  to infer  both occupational  phases  and stylistic   make of the pipes.  
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The following artifacts are the most common forms seen in this collection. A complete list is 
included in the Appendices.  
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2015.9.38.1.1.A  
  
Figure 17:C19_1_1_A_2  
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Figure 18: C19_1_1_A_3  
  
  
  
  
Pipe Condition:  Fragmented (n=2)  
Texture: Burnished  
Markings: Incised  
Phase: Savannah  
Bowl Form: Cylinder  
Bowl Rim: Flared, Bevel  
Bowl-Stem Intersection: N/A  
Dimensions: Rim width: Stem/Rim 2.63 mm Bowl Height: 37.58 mm Overall Height: 37.58 
mm,  
Weight: 3.97 g,  
A pipe bowl fragment,   incised with horizontal   lines.   The bottom has four incised 
lines   and the top has two. The distance between the upper incised lines is 1.78 mm.  The  
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distance  between  the  bottom set of incisions   to the  rim  is  27.90 mm,  and the distance  
from  the  top of the incisions  
  
to the rim is 5.10 mm. There is a crack on the exterior bowl, with signs of charring on interior. 
There is also fine sand on the interior of the bowl.  
2015.9.38.1.1.B  
  
Figure 19: C19_1_1_B  
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Figure 20: C19_1_1_B_2  
  
  
  
     
  
Pipe Condition:  Fragmented 
(n=1) Texture:  Matte Markings: 
Unknown Phase: 
SavannahWilbanks Stem:  
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Thickened/Band Bowl: N/A  
Bowl–Stem Intersection: Pedestal  
Dimensions: Stem Length: 40.76 mm Diameter of Interior Hole: 10.91 mm Rim Width  
Stem/Rim:  8.19 mm Overall Height: 40.76 mm 
Weight: 27.40 g  
  
Fragmentary pipe stem and mouth piece. The mouth piece is wider than the stem.  The pipe 
is charred, although not as significantly as 2015.9.38.1.1.A. The pipe is slightly raised  
where the fragmentation begins towards the mouth of the pipe, creating a sort of hourglass  look. 
There is sand in the paste found on the pipe fragment.  
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2015.9.38.1.1.E  
  
Figure 21: C19_1_1_E_2  
  
  
  
  
Figure 22: C19_1_1_E_3  
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Pipe Condition:  Fragmented (n=1) 
Texture: Matte  
Markings: Incised  
Phase: Savannah-Wilbanks  
Stem: Thickened/Band 
Bowl: N/A  
Bowl-Stem Connection: Direct  
Dimensions: Stem Length:  22.87 mm Rim Width Stem/Rim:  6.48 mm Bowl Height: 10.99 
mm  
Overall Height: 32.49 mm  
Weight: 3.63 g  
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This pipe fragment is incised and has signs of charring.  There are three horizontal 
incised lines   around the possible stem.  The stem is angled, and then becomes flat at the rim of 
the mouth.  The distance between the lines is 1.30 mm.  From the top of the stem rim to the first 
incised line is 12.77 mm, and from the lower part of the incisions   to the bowl is 7.99   mm.  
2015.9.38.1.2.D  
  
Figure 23: C19_1_2_D_2  
  
  
  
Figure 24: C19_1_2_D  
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Pipe Condition:  Fragmented (n=1)  
Texture: Burnished  
Markings: Incised Phase: 
Lamar  
Bowl Form: Trumpet/Cone 
Stem: N/A  
Bowl-Stem Intersection: Pedestal/Platform  
Dimensions: Stem Length:  9.56 mm Diameter of Interior:  10.98 mm Rim Width  
Stem/Rim:  
4.69 mm Bowl Height: 14.68 mm Bowl  Width:  19.47 mm  Overall Height:22.80 mm  
Weight: 7.47 g  
This piece is a pipe fragment, with a rim. There are three incised lines that run around the bowl.   
The distance between the lines   is 1.53 mm.  The rim has the number “2” written on it in  
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Sharpie, or possibly a fragmented symbol.  The three incisions appear to be where the bowl and 
stem would have connected.  There is fine   sand in the paste. The pipe is a light   red-brown color.  
2015.9.38.1.2.G  
  
Figure 25:C19_1_2_G  
  
  
  
Figure 26:C19_1_2_G_2  
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Pipe Condition:  Fragmented (n=1)  
Texture: Burnished  
Markings: Unknown  
Phase: Savannah-Lamar  
Bowl Form:  Cone  
Stem: N/A  
Bowl-Stem Intersection: Direct  
Dimensions: Stem Length:  27.50 mm Bowl Height: 34.57 mm Overall Height54.27 mm 
Weight: 16.88  g  
This is a probable pipe bowl-stem fragment with a footed connection. There are brush  
marks on the burnished exterior. Sand is still on the interior of the artifact, and there is also 
evidence of charring.  
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2015.9.38.1.5.C  
  
Figure 27: C19_1_5_C  
  
  
    
  Figure 28: C19_1_5_C_2  
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Pipe Condition:  Fragmented (n=1) 
Texture: Burnished  
Markings: Effigy  
Phase: Etowah  
Bowl Form: Cylinder  
Stem: N/A  
Bowl-Stem Intersection:N/A  
Dimensions: Stem Length: N/A Bowl Height:N/A Rim Width Stem/Rim N/A Overall  
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Height:33.78 mm 
Weight:  4.41 g  
This is a pipe bowl fragment with a burnished surface.  There is evidence of some wear 
on the surface.  There are markings   on the pipe that resemble potentially anthropomorphic 
features. The features are two round holes on top of an oval hole.  There is fine sand present, 
and evidence of charring in the pipe. The design is interesting.  While  it  is  certainly  an effigy, 
it  is  possible  that this  imagery  could  be one of a number  of Hightower   symbols  remains.   
As mentioned   before in the  
Hightower region, the spider, turkey cock and twins were important images (Duncan 2011; 
Lankford 2011; King 2011). In my opinion the placement of the holes could suggest one of 
those designs; however a definitive statement about the design cannot be made because it is a 
fragment. The  reason these  markings  might  be one  of the three  main  symbols  of the  
Hightower region  is  because, other  images  from  this  region  have  markings   placed  
similarly,   such  as the spider  design  in  Figure 8.   
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2015.9.38.1.5.E  
  
Figure 29: C19_1_5_E  
  
  
Figure 30: C19_1_5_E_2  
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Pipe Condition:  Fragmented (n=1)  
Texture:  Matte  
Markings: Burnished  
Phase: Wilbanks-Savannah  
Bowl Form: Cylinder  
Stem: Thickened/ Expanded  
Bowl-Stem Connection:  N/A  
Dimensions: Stem Length:  39.54 mm Bowl  Height: N/A Rim Width  Stem/Rim:  10.16 
mm  
Overall Height: 39.54 mm  
Weight: 10.07 g  
This is a pipe stem fragment, and is a bright orange color. It is very porous.  Inside the 
pipe there is evidence of charring and fine   sand in the material.  
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2015.9.38.2.4.B  
  
Figure 31: C19_2_4_B  
  
  
Figure 32: C19_2_4_B_2  
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Pipe Condition:  Fragmented (n=1)  
Material: Soapstone  
Markings: Unknown  
Phase: Unknown  
Bowl Form: N/A  
Stem: N/A  
Bowl-Stem Connection:  N/A  
Dimensions: Stem Length: 30.76 mm Diameter of Interior Hole: 9.60 mm Rim Width  
Stem/Rim:  Varies Overall Height:  30.76 mm 
Weight:  12.62 g  
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This is a pipe stem fragment, made of soapstone.  The rim is large and square shaped. The 
rim diameter varies making it difficult to have an exact diameter of the rim.  There are still marks 
left from when the soapstone was crafted to form the pipe.  
5.4 Conclusion  
  
These  pipes  from  box C19 represent  the  most  commonly  found  styles  within  
the collection. To gain a better understanding of what is in the complete Holcomb Collection, 
please view Appendix D. However,  the  above shown  pipes  are representative   of the 
Holcomb Collection, because they  are the  forms  most  repeated  in  the  collection,  i.e. 
burnished,   matte, incised,  thick,  and elbow  pipes.  
6. Conclusions  
  
Long Swamp is located in the Etowah River valley about two-day walk from the 
ancient Mississippian polity capital Etowah. It has been argued that when Etowah lost power 
in the 14th century A.D., people needed to relocate (King 2011). Long Swamp was a local 
chiefdom that people could have moved to during this period.  As noted  by Drooker (2004) 
and King  (2011) local  chiefdoms  in  the  Etowah  River  valley  gained  more  influence   
when Etowah  was not the seated capital. Long Swamp also had periods of no occupancy, as 
Etowah lost total control in the Early Wilbanks period (King 2003). However, Long Swamp’s 
mostly continuous site occupation can be seen in the artifacts found   on site.  Though  as 
previously  mentioned,   after  the flood deposit,  fewer  artifacts  were associated  with  the 
site,  during  the  Lamar  and  Savannah  phases (King 2003).  
As mentioned  throughout  the paper, the  artifacts  found  in  the Holcomb  Collection  
appear  to coincide   with  Long  Swamp  occupation,  although  Pipe  2015.9.73.3.2.B is  not from 
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Long Swamp.  The Holcomb’s notes did mention that this pipe was from somewhere further   
down south. When comparing the pipes to the Lamar style symbols and markings, similar features 
are noted  
(Fairbanks 1950; King 2001). The pipes in this collection fit into the Lamar phase, such as Pipe  
2015.9.38.1.2.G which appears to have little to no decoration minus the burnish, which Fairbanks  
(1950) says is the way in which Lamar style can be identified. Pipe 2015.9.38.1.5.C supports 
King’s (2011) claim about the Etowah phase.  The pipe is fragmented, and as it is, could be 
completed to be either an anthropomorphic effigy   or a zoomorphic   effigy.   As I read literature 
of local Hightower iconography, the turkey cock, spider, and twins play a large role in imagery 
(Lankford 2011; King 2011). Main features of the spider and twins are the large punctuated 
circles. Each has a different placement though, and although these  images  are often  found  on 
ceramics,  if  it  were to be represented  on a pipe  this  would  be a clever  way to place  the 
symbol.  
The  spider  is  associated  with  women,  and she  is associated  with  night,   and the  passing  of 
life (King 2011; Reilly III and Garber 2011). Having this symbol on a pipe that is smoked would 
be very symbolic, in my opinion.   I am not an expert in identifying SECC iconography yet; 
however,   it would be important   for someone to re-examine   this pipe.  Finally,   the Wilbanks 
pipes are thick in nature in addition to being lighter in color.  This can be seen in 2015.9.38.1.1.B. 
This  pipe  is  a light orange color, and is  among  the  thickest  pipes in  the  Holcomb  Collection. 
The dates from Lamar, Wilbanks, and Etowah typologies place this collection between A.D. 1000- 
1600 (Figure 32). Though  having  several  pipes  from  the  Savannah  and Lamar  phase can 
narrow  the date ranges  down to A.D.  
1225- 1600 if  we take into  account   overlap.  
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Figure 33. 2015.9.38.1.5.C and 2015.9.38.1.1.B  
   
The single mound  at Long  Swamp  suggests  a Lamar  phase,  occupation;  while  the 
varied pipes supports the  idea of trade from  outside  sources,  or that  Long  Swamp  was a 
gathering  place on more than one occasion  (Lankford  2011 and  King  2011). As I am not able 
to assess whether each pipe fragment was from a specific phase at Long Swamp, I relied on the 
typologies from the Mississippian period to formulate dates. Analyzing the source of the 
materials  used for  the  pipes, which  appears to be predominately  clay,  could  also  potentially  
lead to a more  definitive  date on the collection.  
6.1 Further Research for the Holcomb Collection  
  
While context is critical for archaeologists if they hope to develop as full a story about 
the past as possible, artifacts without context, such as those in the Holcomb Collection are not 
without value. Giving undergraduates and graduates the opportunity to study proper laboratory 
techniques   on a collection that is relatively safe to handle is beneficial to new   archaeologists.  
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Furthermore, assessing the clay sources can potentially make up for the lack of contextual data in 
the collection.  
Understanding the chronology of artifacts is important for archaeology. By 
allowing undergraduates  and graduate  students  an opportunity  to conduct  research  on 
Mississippian  artifacts, students can gain a more developed  understanding  of the 
Southeastern  Ceremonial  
Complex among other aspects of Mississippian society. Having the Lamar and Mary Fowler 
Holcomb Collection accessible to GSU students allows those students to pursue modern  
archaeological problems and conduct independent research.  A standby  hands-on research 
collection,   allows  for  undergraduate   students  in  archaeology  to understand  at an early  stage  
in their  career whether  or not  they want  to continue  in  the  field  of archaeology. This  
collection  with its wide array of artifacts  can provide  several  students  at GSU  research 
opportunities outside  of their  regular  coursework.  This enables an undergraduate to be prepared 
at graduation;   already versed in laboratory skills,   and research analysis   used by archaeologists.  
Sourcing the clay and stone used for the pipes can create a web of locality (Emmerson 
and Hughes 2000). Knowing where the Long Swamp people went for their resources can help 
pinpoint when and who interacted with the pipes in the past (Emmerson and Hughes 2000). For 
instance, pipe 2015.9.38.2.4.B and 2015.9.38.2.3.E are made out of entirely different materials.  
One is made out of clay, and the other soapstone.  Where did the different resources come from, 
and why did they decide to craft these two completely different style pipes? In addition to the  
variation of material  within  the  Holcomb  Collection,  when  at the Waring  Lab in  West 
Georgia, the soapstone pipes they had were different as well; even though pipes F39L2NW-62 
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and TU86.2L1-112 came from a Long Swamp collection. In sourcing the clays and stones from 
the Holcomb collection, a narrower date can possibly be assigned to the collection (Emmerson 
and Hughes 2000). In addition to answering some of the questions posed in this section. As the 
soil and clay sources can potentially provide dates for the pipes.  
  
6.2 Concluding Remarks  
  
The Holcomb Collection is from the Mississippian phase. The pipes in this collection 
appear to date to the Lamar and Savanah phase. This information is based off of the pipe 
typologies known at other collections in the southeastern part of North America. Though it is  
far  more  difficult   to analyze   artifacts  without   context,  the  research conducted  on this  
collection shows  that  it  is  possible  to develop  typologies  and chronologies,  based on regional  
similarities.   
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Box 
Artifact  
Identification Pipe Condition Texture Markings Possible Bowl Form Possible Bowl Rim Possible Stem 
Bowl-Stem  
Intersection 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.1.A Fragmented  Burnished Incised Cylinder Flared, Bevel   
C 19 2015.9.38.1.1.B Fragmented  Matte Unknown   Thickened, Band Pedestal/Collared 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.1.E Fragmented  Unknown Incised   Thickened, Band Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.1.G Fragmented  Unknown Unknown Cylinder   Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.2.D Fragmented  Burnished Incised Trumpet,Cone Direct, Squared  Pedestal/Collared 
C 19 2019.9.38.1.2.E Fragmented  Matte Unknown Cone Flared, Wide Ledge   
C 19 2015.9.38.1.2.G Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cone   Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.3.A Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Rectanguloid    
C 19 2015.9.38.1.3.B Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Trumpet cylinder  Direct, Tapered Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.3.D Fragmented  Matte Unknown Cylinder Direct, Rounded Direct, Tapered Simple 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.3.G Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Trumpet,Cone Thickened, Band  Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.4.A Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder Direct, Squared Direct, Tapered Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.5.C Fragmented  Burnished Effigy Cylinder    
C 19 2015.9.38.1.5.E Fragmented  Unknown Unknown Cylinder 
 Thickened,  
Expanded 
 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.A Fragmented  Burnished Unknown   Thickened, Band  
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C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.E Fragmented  Burnished Unknown     
C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.F Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cone  Direct, Expanded Simple 
C19 2015.9.38.2.4.G Fragmented  Unknown Effigy     
C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.A Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Trumpet,Cone  Direct, Tapered Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.B Fragmented  Matte Unknown Cylinder Direct, Squared  Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.C Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder No rim Direct Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.F Fragmented  Unknown Unknown Trumpet cylinder Direct, Rounded Direct Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.G Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cone  Direct, Expanded Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.2.A Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder Direct, Squared   
C 19 2015.9.38.2.2.B Fragmented  Matte Unknown Cylinder    
C 19 2015.9.38.2.2.C Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder Thickened, Ring   
C 19 2015.9.38.2.3.A Fragmented  Burnished Incised Trumpet cylinder Direct, Squared Direct Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.3.B Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cone Direct, Squared Direct Pedestal/Collared 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.3.E Fragmented  Burnished Incised Cylinder Flared, Bevel   
C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.B Fragmented  Stone Unknown     
C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.C Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Trumpet,Cone  Direct, Tapered Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.D Fragmented  Unknown Incised Cylinder Thickened, Ring   
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C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.B Fragmented  Burnished Incised Cone Direct, Squared   
C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.D Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cone Direct, Squared   
C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.F Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Trumpet cylinder Direct, Squared Thickened, 
Expande 
Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.G Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder  Direct, Tapered Simple 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.1.A Fragmented  Matte Unknown Square Direct, Rounded   
C 19 2015.9.38.3.1.D Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Trumpet cylinder Direct, Squared Direct, Tapered Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.1.E Fragmented  Matte Incised Trumpet cylinder Direct, Rounded, ring Direct, Tapered Simple 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.2.C Fragmented  Burnished Incised Trumpet,Cone Direct, Squared Direct, Tapered Direct 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.3.B Fragmented  Unknown Unknown Cylinder Direct, Squared Direct, Tapered Simple 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.3.C Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Trumpet,Cone Flared, Bevel Direct, Tapered Simple 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.3.D Fragmented  Matte Unknown Trumpet, Elongated Flared, Wide Ledge Direct, Tapered Direct 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.1 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder  Direct, Tapered Direct 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.2 Fragmented  Matte Unknown Cylinder Direct, Rounded   
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.3 Fragmented  Matte Incised     
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.4 Fragmented  Matte Incised     
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.5 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Trumpet cylinder   Pedestal/Collared 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.6 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder  Direct, Tapered Direct 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.7 Fragmented  Matte Unknown Cylinder Thickened, Band Direct Direct 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.8 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Rectanguloid  Direct, Expanded Pedestal/Collared 
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B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.9 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder  Direct, Tapered Direct 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.10 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder  Direct, Tapered Direct 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.11 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Trumpet cylinder Direct, Squared Direct, Tapered Direct 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.12 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cone  Direct, Expanded Pedestal/Collared 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.13 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Square Direct, Squared Direct, Tapered Direct 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.15 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown Cylinder Direct, Rounded   
  
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.16 Fragmented  Burnished Unknown 
    
B19 2015.9.55.1.2.B.1 Fragmented  Burnished Incised Urn Widened, imprint 
  
B19 2015.9.53.1.2.B.1 Fragmented  Matte Other Trumpet,Cone 
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Appendix B. Measurements of Pipes  
Box 
Artifact  
Identification 
Stem  
Length 
Diameter of 
Interior Rim Width 
Bowl  
Height 
Bowl  
Width 
Overall  
Height 
Weight in 
grams 
Quantity of 
Artifact 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.1.A   2.63mm 37.58mm  37.58mm 3.97g 2 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.1.B 40.76mm 10.91mm 8.19mm   40.76mm 27.40g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.1.E 22.87mm  6.48mm 10.99mm  32.49mm 3.63g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.1.G 13.21mm   32.69mm  39.35mm 22.95g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.2.D 9.56mm 10.98mm 4.69mm 14.68mm 19.47mm 22.80mm 7.47g 1 
C 19 2019.9.38.1.2.E    23.04mm  23.04mm 7.39g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.2.G 27.50mm   34.57mm  54.27mm 16.88g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.3.A      35.98mm 10.14g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.3.B 34.65mm   18.05mm  43.92mm 14.66g 2 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.3.D  9.42mm    42.61mm 23.65g 1 
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C 19 2015.9.38.1.3.G 17.59mm 10.95mm Varies 7.81mm 27.50mm 25.87mm 14.53g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.4.A 9.50mm   45.76mm  55.91mm 14.34g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.5.C    33.78mm  33.78mm 4.41g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.5.E 39.54mm  10.16mm   39.54mm 10.07g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.A 20.00mm 9.61mm Varies   20.00mm 8.07g 3 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.B 14.59mm 9.39mm Varies 19.48mm 20.90mm 29.63mm 11.05g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.C 31.25mm 16.32mm Varies 39.56mm Varies, Tapered 53.07mm 30.40g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.F 21.41mm Varies Varies 21.16mm 
Varies, almost box 
like 41.19mm 34.32g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.1.G Varies 8.17mm Varies   24.67mm 12.42g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.2.A   6.35mm   28.17mm 3.89g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.2.B      39.65mm 13.65g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.2.C   Varies   24.51mm 7.54g 2 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.3.A 13.05mm  4.57mm 32.58mm  51.03mm 10.94g 2 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.3.B 8.25mm  10.88mm 20.99mm  30.71mm 9.83g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.3.E   1.44mm   34.57mm 3.11g 2 
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C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.B 30.76mm 9.60mm Varies 
  
30.76mm 12.62g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.C 26.26mm 9.77mm Varies 
  
44.37mm 21.48g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.D 
  
7.87mm 16.41mm 
 
16.41mm 3.10g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.E 21.20mm 
 
Varies 
  
21.20mm 6.21g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.4.F 19.63mm 
 
Varies 26.15mm 
 
44.15mm 17.64g 1 
C19 2015.9.38.2.4.G 
       
1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.A 27.27mm 
  
22.99mm 
 
47.58mm 14.57g 3 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.B 
  
7.99mm 29.34mm 
 
29.34mm 8.35g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.D 3.00mm 
 
7.46mm 12.54mm 
 
14.50mm 2.47g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.F 9.58mm 
 
7.58mm/3.11mm 37.73mm 
 
47.66mm 17.01g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.2.5.G 32.39mm 
  
34.42mm 
 
52.59mm 27.75g 2 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.1.A 
  
7.68mm 45.44mm 
 
45.44mm 29.58g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.1.D 21.23mm 19.38mm 8.23mm 37.33mm 35.57mm 53.95mm 44.72g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.1.E 31.24mm 27.41mm 6.22mm 35.72mm 38.81mm 58.57mm 62.59g 1 
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C 19 2015.9.38.3.2.C 39.38mm 9.74mm Varies/2.83mm 60.63mm  81.74mm 42.03g 6 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.3.B  12.56mm Varies  27.42mm 44.32mm 37.01g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.3.C 22.61mm  5.79mm 28.92mm  55.73mm 29.77g 1 
C 19 2015.9.38.3.3.D 26.23mm 22.46mm 5.07mm 51.81mm 34.38mm 68.63mm 53.21g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.1 20.99mm  Varies 19.72mm  44.29mm 18.19g 3 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.2   2.73mm 32.66mm  32.66mm 5.35g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.3      19.49mm 7.74g 4 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.4 18.06mm 4.59mm Varies   18.06mm 3.70g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.5 13.25mm   10.12mm  23.20mm 3.85g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.6 11.33mm   18.23mm  34.24mm 5.03g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.7 8.28mm  8.31mm 30.89mm  35.91mm 11.61g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.8  7.76mm Varies   41.06mm 20.59g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.9 27.80mm  5.15mm   34.68mm 8.99g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.10 19.54mm   28.20mm  44.51mm 8.14g 1 
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B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.11 14.69mm  Varies/2.78mm 29.40mm  51.02mm 12.00g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.12 29.41mm  7.87mm 20.94mm  47.50mm 19.55g 1 
  
  
  
  
  
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.12 29.41mm 
 
7.87mm 20.94mm 
 
47.50mm 19.55g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.13 
 
9.48mm Varies 
  
53.79mm 29.81g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.15 
  
3.49mm 25.01mm 
 
25.01mm 2.63g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.16 
  
Varies 
  
15.21mm 3.83g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.2.B.1 
  
3.06mm 42.57mm 
 
42.57mm 7.46g 1 
B19 2015.9.53.1.2.B.1 
   
40.62mm 
 
57.51mm 18.35g 1 
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B19 2015.9.73.3.2.B 56.15mm 
9.54mm/31. 
29mm Varies/4.72mm 28.01mm 41.07mm 
66.95m/49.53 
mm 42.99g 1 
A19 2015.9.41.1.2.D 25.01mm 
8.70mm/12. 
84mm Varies 11.31mm 19.56mm 42.72mm 11.66g 1 
B19 2015.9.55.1.1.A.14      27.64mm 3.54g 2 
B19 2015.9.55.1.2.B.2        6 
C19 2015.9.38.3.1.C   9.56mm 44.59mm  50.69mm 58.10g 1 
1 
C 19 2015.9.38.1.2.B 5.90mm 9.99mm Varies 6.26mm 25.10mm 14.56mm 9.20g 
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Appendix C. Personal Observations  
a. Lamar and Mary Fowler Holcomb Collection Pipes  
Artifact Identification Time Period Description of artifact 
2015.9.38.1.1.A Etowah 
Fragmented pipe bowl incised with horizontal lines {bottom has 4 lines, top has 2) the 
distance between each incision is 1.78mm. Light cracking on exterior, signs of charring 
interior. As well as fine sand. 
2015.9.38.1.1.B Wilbanks 
Fragmented stem and mouth portion. One end is wider than the other end, and 
begins to tapper.  It is charred. The pipe has a bows out like an hourglass figure, 
where the fragmentation begins on the long portion. Also sand is in the interior of this 
pipe fragment as well. 
2015.9.38.1.1.E Wilbanks 
Fragmented stem/bowl connection. The pipe has evidence of charring, and is incised 
with three horizontal lines on possible stem. Distance between the lines is 1.30mm, 
from top to first set of incised lines 12.77 mm. 
2015.9.38.1.1.G Wilbanks 
Fragmented bowl/stem, no appaerent rim, and is very charred. There is white quartz 
inclusions visible in the material, and the outer fractured portion is charred. 
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2015.9.38.1.2.D Unknown 
Fragmented bowl/stem that has a rim. There are three incised lines that go around 
horizontally. The rim appears to have a sharpied number 2 on it, though it could be a 
design element. The three lines appear to be where the bowl and pipe are connected, 
interior is covered in fine sand. Has a light earth red coloring to the pipe. 
2019.9.38.1.2.E Wilbanks/Savannah 
Fragmented pipe bowl with visible white quartz in material construction. There is a rim, 
and evidence of charring.  
2015.9.38.1.2.G Savannah/Lamar 
Fragmented pipe, bowl/stem that has a footed connection. Evidence of brush markings 
from burnishing. There is still sand on interior, and the inside is also charred. 
2015.9.38.1.3.A Savannah/Lamar 
Fragmented pipe, possible bowl. There is charring towards one end. A portion of the 
pipe is shaped in a weird triangular ridge. 
2015.9.38.1.3.B Savannah 
Fragmented pipe, bowl/stem connection. Most likely  jointed. The stem appears to be 
flared. I think it resembles an egg lying on its side.  
2015.9.38.1.3.D Wilbanks 
Fragmented pipe bowl/stem connection. There is a light covering of sand on interior, 
and the material has white quartz and red clay inclusions. Both ends appear to have 
similar openings 
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2015.9.38.1.4.A Wilbanks/Savannah 
Fragmented pipe, bowl/stem connection. There is evidence of charring, and fine sand on the 
interior. The pipe has a rim. Where the pipe and stem connect the height changes. The 
outside has evidence of slight burning. Some red is on the outside. 
2015.9.38.1.5.C Etowah 
Pipe bowl fragment, has a burnished surface that appears to be chipping off. There are 
engravings that resemble what would be considered anthropomorphic features on it, ( two 
round holes on top of a longer oval hole) fine sand is on interior, and evidence of charring. 
2015.9.38.1.5.E Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe stem fragment. Looks as though it were dyed an orange color, due to the  
manufacturing of the pipe. It is very porous. Evidence of charring and fine sand on interior of 
pipe. 
2015.9.38.2.1.A Savannah/Lamar 
Pipe stem fragment. The pipe was also burnished a dark brown.  Evidence of charring and fine 
sand on interior of pipe. Part of the rim is higher on certain parts of rim. 
2015.9.38.2.1.B Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe bowl fragment. There is evidence of excessive charring. The pipe may have been 
damaged due to smoking. Possible intentional inverted cursive v near right side of break, fine 
sand on interior of pipe. 
2015.9.38.2.1.C Unknown 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment that appears to be very complete. The pipe is burnished a dark brown. 
There are pink quartz inclusions, as well as fine sand throughout the pipe material.  
Evidence of charring. The pipe is footed. Superficial cracks. 
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2015.9.38.2.1.F Unknown 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment that appears to be very complete. The interior bowl has an 
additional indentation. There are three pinches on rim. Tool mark on inside of bowl. There 
is no evidence of charring, and fine sand is on it. 
2015.9.38.2.1.G Savannah/Lamar 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment, that was burnished a light brown color. This pipe is dual toned. 
The inside stem may have an imprint from tool used( circular dent). Does not appear to 
be charred, fine sand on interior. 
2015.9.38.2.2.A Lamar Pipe bowl fragment that was burnished a dark brown. There is no evidence of charring. 
2015.9.38.2.2.B Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe bowl fragment, with evidence of charring. There is a stem connection. Which, is 
visible from the inner hole side. Wood fragments still remain in the pipe. Fine sand is on 
the interior. 
2015.9.38.2.2.C Savannah/Lamar 
Pipe bowl fragment. Dark burnishing and, evidence of charring. There appears to be  fine 
sand on interior.  
2015.9.38.2.3.A Etowah 
Pipe bowl/ stem fragment with an incised stem. The burnishing is light brown with dark 
swirls on outside. Fine sand remains on the interior. Evidence of tool scrape marks on 
inside where probable bowl meets stem. 
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2015.9.38.2.3.B Savannah/Lamar 
Pipe bowl/ stem fragment. Dark brown burnished pipe, with evidence of charring. There is 
fine sand on the interior of pipe, as well as dark swirls on exterior. 
2015.9.38.2.3.E Wilbanks 
Pipe bowl fragment that is incised. The bottom is incised with five horizontal lines, and the 
top is incised with two. The spacing ( 3.22mm between incisions, though the top two begin 
to diverge, distance between top two and bottom five, 18.22mm, between rim and top two, 
4.75mm) The pipe has signs of excessive charring in bowl, and the surface is burnished. 
2015.9.38.2.4.B Unknown 
Pipe stem fragment possibly made of soapstone. The rim is large and square shaped. The 
rock appears to have been scraped downwards to have the nonessential parts removed. 
Small amount of fine sand on interior of pipe. 
2015.9.38.2.4.C Unknown 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment that appears to have whole stem. The stem is footed, the lip is egg 
shaped like 2015.9.38.1.3.B. The materials appear to be different though. There is a lot of 
fine sand on the interior of this one too. Possible evidence of charring or the crafter 
burnished the inside. 
2015.9.38.2.4.D Wilbanks 
Pipe bowl fragment. The rim is incised with one horizontal line. There is no evidence of 
charring and, the pipe has a lot of sand on interior. 
  Pipe stem fragment with no evidence of charring. There is fine sand on the interior. The pipe 
was burnished a dark brown. Small red crystals are visible in the material used to construct 
it. 
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2015.9.38.2.4.E Savannah/Lamar  
2015.9.38.2.4.F Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment with evidence of charring and fine sand on interior. 
2015.9.38.2.4.G Etowah 
Pipe bowl. No evidence of charring. Is colored orange-red. Looks like possible lobster, or 
moth catipiler. (Diver myth/tobacco worm) 
2015.9.38.2.5.A Unknown 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment that is footed. Evidence of charring, and interior has fine sand 
in it. 
2015.9.38.2.5.B Unknown 
Pipe bowl fragment that is incised. There are at least five incised lines. Three are by the 
rim and two by the base of the bowl. Evidence of charring, and fine sand in interior of 
pipe. 
2015.9.38.2.5.D Wilbanks 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment with evidence of charring on the break, but not in the bowl. The 
material is very uniform. 
  
Pipe bowl/stem fragment with evidence of charring and fine sand in interior of pipe. 
There are light cracks on interior of bowl. The pipe is burnished a dark brown. 
2015.9.38.2.5.F Savannah/Lamar  
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2015.9.38.2.5.G Savannah/Lamar 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment with evidence of charring and sand in the texture. Light 
cracking on exterior surface of pipe. The pipe was glued together. Has possible 
node/foot. 
2015.9.38.3.1.A Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe bowl fragment? Might be vessel for burning incense? Signs of charring with 
evidence of fine sand in the material makeup. There is light cracking on exterior. 
Possible plant fiber in broken base. 
2015.9.38.3.1.D Unknown 
Pipe bowl/ stem with material that appears different most of the pipes in this box. 
Burnished a dark brown on exterior. 
2015.9.38.3.1.E Wilbanks 
Pipe bowl/ stem fragment with incised rim. There is evidence of charring and fine sand 
is apparent in the material structure.  
2015.9.38.3.2.C Unknown 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment  with incised horizontal lines under rim of bowl. There is 
evidence of charring. There appears to be roots still on the pipe.  
2015.9.38.3.3.B Wilbanks 
Pipe bowl/ stem fragment. Fine sand can be seen on the interior of the pipe. In 
addition to white quartz and a possible footed connection. 
2015.9.38.3.3.C Savannah 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment with evidence of charring. Visible fine sand in interior. Fine 
cracking in interior and exterior of bowl. 
2015.9.38.3.3.D Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment with evidence of charring. The pipe may be footed. The stem 
portion is wider than others in the bowl. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.1 Savannah 
Pipe bowl/ stem fragment with dark brown burnish. There is evidence of charring. 
Interior of pipe has fine sand in it. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.2 Wilbanks/Savannah Pipe bowl fragment with evidence of charring.There is fine sand in the interior. 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.3 Wilbanks 
Pipe fragment, probably bowl. Has vertical incised line around it. Also 
appears  square like in shape. There are five of the lines and they are 
various in distances. Evidence of excessive charring. Fine sand on interior. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.4 Unknown 
Pipe stem fragment that is square shaped. Possible lattice work on 
exterior or extensive corrosion. Evidence of charring. There is fine sand on 
interior. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.5 Savannah/Lamar 
Pipe stem/bowl fragment that was burnished dark brown. There is fine 
sand in interior, as well as evidence of charring. Darker swirls on exterior. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.6 Savannah 
Pipe stem/bowl fragment. Dual tone burnish. Possible tool imprint on 
interior. Fine sand in interior. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.7 Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe stem/bowl fragment. The rim is elevated from the rest of the bowl. 
Fine sand in interior, with possible pen marks on exterior. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.8 Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe stem/bowl fragment with evidence of charring. There is also fine 
sand in the interior. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.9 Savannah/Lamar 
Pipe stem/bowl fragment that has incised lines at bowl/stem juncture. 
Stem appears to be tapered towards lip of bowl. Has probable foot on 
bowl. Evidence of charring and fine sand in the interior. Pebbles are also 
visible. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.10 Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment with evidence of charring and, fine sand in 
interior of pipe. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.11 Unknown 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment. Burnish is fading off exterior. Interior does not 
show signs of charring. Signs of fine sand. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.12 Savannah/Lamar 
Pipe stem/bowl fragment. Red stone is visible, as well as fine sand. There 
is evidence of charring. Interior of stem side has long groove that may 
have been from tool. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.13 Savannah/Lamar 
Probable pipe stem/bowl fragment.  Burnished exterior with evidence of 
charring on the interior. Signs of light cracks on exterior, and sand. 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.15 Savannah/Lamar 
Probable pipe bowl fragment. Dark brown burnish. Evidence of charring 
and fine sand. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.16 Wilbanks/Savannah Probable pipe fragment, probably stem lip. Fine sand. 
Appendix C   Probable pipe bowl fragment, very ornate. Two horizontal incisions 
spaced 7.97mm apart, from rim 14.55mm, there are several indentations, 
inbetween and on top of the incisions. In-between the incision the indents  
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.15 Savannah/Lamar Pipe bowl fragment. Dark brown burnish. Evidence of charring and fine sand. 
2015.9.55.1.1.A.16 Wilbanks/Savannah Pipe fragment, probably stem lip. Fine sand on interior. 
2015.9.55.1.2.B.1 Lamar 
Pipe bowl fragment, very ornate. Two horizontal lines that are incised and are 
spaced 7.97mm apart, from rim 14.55mm. There are several different punctations, 
in-between and on top of the incisions. In-between the incision the indents are 
two wide and on top they are three wide. Evidence of charring. Fine sand in 
interior 
2015.9.53.1.2.B.1 Wilbanks/Savannah 
Pipe bowl/stem fragment. Looks like foot connection. Evidence of charring and fine 
sand in interior. Possible raised portion of pipe on exterior. Light cracking in interior 
of bowl. 
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 b.UGA Pipe Collections  
Larry Meier Collection  9CK1.1973 
Pipe is similair to other orange matte type pipe fragments from the 
Lamar collection, further anaylsis would most likely confirm this. 
492 Kelly Larson  
Collection 9CK1.1949 
 Pipe bowl is fragmented and tan in color, similar to the lamar collection. 
The angle that appears to come from the bowl is less than ninety 
degrees. The fragmented portion has charring.  
858 Kelly Larson  
Collection  9CK1.1949 
 Pipe bowl fragment most like crafted out of soapstone, possibly human 
effigy, evidence that the pipe was never completely bored.  
To support this there is no signs of charring on the pipe. 
Larry Meier Collection  9CK1.1973 
 Possible pipe fragment, may be pour spout for pitcher, has tool markings 
on inferior side. Tan in color, no charring evident. 
Larry Meier Collection  9CK1.1973 
 Pipe bowl fragment light tan in color, no charring visible. The lip is incised 
with a singular band. There are tool marking on the interior of the bowl.  
  
    
c. Waring Lab Pipe and Ceramic Collection 
1072 TU63L5N-5 
 Ceramic sherd shows nodes, and incision from Long  
Swamp Site Edward Pitman Side. Has micca and carbon. 
1069 TU62L95-43  Ceramic sherd incised, has micca little to no carbon. 
622 F39L2NW-62 
 Pipe Fragment, soapstone, with two incisions, no sign of charring. Lip looks very 
polished. 
11778 TU86.2L1-112 
 Pipe bowl stem fragment, looks like micca is in the matrix build, makes sense for heat. 
Does not show signs of charring, very polished. Mimics the soapstone pipe fragment 
above. 
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302 TU10L7NW-16 
 Pipe bowl fragment, has red slip. Looks like one point had a triangular tool used to make 
part of the bowl. Charring on the inside. 
846 F945L2N-46 
 Pipe stem bowl fragment is burnished with light orange dusting. Looks similar to pipe 
from LSC collection. Has charring on inside.  
1115 F911L1SE-39 
 Pipe stem fragment, is burnished with dark brown laquer. Looks like ones from LSC 
collection. Has both charring and fine sand on it. Also has a fine white powder on it. 
Assume from arch preservation. Matrix of clay is cherry red ish 
584 F39L3SE-25 
 Pipe Stem fragment, red slipped, looks like a smaller version of the egg style ones from 
LSC Collection. Has no charring, but a lot of fine sand is in the tubing.  
50 left photo TU04L2NW-13 
 Pipe fragment, incised with fancy design, dark burnish. No vissible sand or charring.  
1614 right photo F152445-7 
 Pipe fragment incised with fancy design, matte and charred.  
546 F39L1SE-17 
 Pipe fragment has tool marking on outer surface no apparentcharring or sand. Looks like 
a larger bowl than the piece in LSC collection and darker soapstone.  
 
1306 F1336NE-16 
 Possible pipe fragment. Signs of charring, very degraded, lighter color than most of the other pipes.  
235 TU10L5NE-52 
 Possible pipe stem fragment. Two different ones. One is burnished, the other is matte. The burnished one 
is charred the matte one is not.  
Different materials make up each. 
1343 TU94L4-21  Possible pipe stem fragment. Charring and fine sand evident . 
1175 TU87L1-55 
 Possible pipe bowl fragment. Burnished. Charring very vissible, looks like pipe bowl, was once orange? 
Outside is darker now too.  
654 F731L3N-2 
 Possible pipe stem fragment. Matte, orange, very charred, and pourous looking. The crafting is uneven on 
both sides. Where the lip of the stem ends is raised like a ridge. Small pebble inclusions. 
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638 F39L4NW-27 
 Possible pipe stem fragment, burnished, dark brown, looks like stem bowl connection. On inner tubing 
there is an incision that runs horizontal to the ground that looks like a pedastal connection.  
623 F39L2SW-22 
 Possible stem fragment, burnished with ridge where the pipe might connect to the bowl. 
1688 F1438-2 
 Stem fragment that is the connection between the pipe bowl and the pipe stem. The inner part has tool 
marks left behind of where the pipe and bowl where made to connect, or so it seems.  
1412 F991L3SW-35 
 Possible pipe fragment. Fine sand on pipe fragment. Looks like small ceramic sherd. Tiny red pebbles 
embedded in matrix.  
1384 F1352L2NW-64  Possible pipe bowl fragment. Charring in the matrix. Light orange color.  
1219 TU84.2-1 
 possible pipe fragment, soapstone, deep green interior, probable usage, possible marking on outside of 
bottom of fragment. 
1209 TU84.1L2-13  probable pipe fragment, clay orange. Pebble inclusions 
1115 F911L1SE-30 
 Pipe fragment is cement like in material, inside shows charring. Looks very square like in nature. 
915 F1186L1N-3  Pipe rim fragment. Covered in fine sand. 
898 F945L4N-10 
 Pipe fragment. Fine sand, interior has orange coloration. Burnishing is dark brown is incised at least 3 
times. 
898 F945L4N-9  Pipe fragment. Matte fine sand. No signs of charring.  Micca? 
823 F945L2SW-26  Pipe fragment, micca fine sand. Small red pebbles in matrix. 
624 F39L2NW-24  pipe fragment. Burnished. Light brown micca fine sand. 
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Appendix D. Pipe Images  
a. Lamar and Mary Fowler Holcomb Collection  
2015.9.53.1.2.B.1  
  
2015.9.53.1.2.B.1_2  
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.1 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.1_2  
  
2015.9.55.1.1.A.2 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.2_2 
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  `    2015.9.55.1.1.A.3 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.3_2 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.4 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.4_2 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.5 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.5_2 
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2015.9.55.1.1.A.6 
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